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Met , ' cutting is still an art; hoWev , in spite of 
increasing compIexitieS brought About through nTry metals 
and alloys used in industry, censirable effort is being 
made to explain its mechanics theoretically. Despite 
this interest, only a fe article have dealt With 
economical consideration& Tn this respect, the cutting 
speed (the relative speed between the work machined and 
the tool) which resulte in the most •onomical production 
is the chief inte st. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate cutting 
speeds in order to deterMine th ost economical production 
possible in m 
 
tel cutting industry. In this thesis, the *,* 
 
use of single point tools only is considered. Unfortunately, 
experiments involving them were not pos ible within the 
scope this study, although Inch re arch would be very 
desirable. 
In the first two chapterS the more important facts 
in. machining and their causes are briefly explained, Per 
ticular weight is given 'the discussion of the properties 
of m tonal cut and the tools. The recently developed 
cooling nd lubricating of the tool point with "Ii-Jet" 
the Gulf Oil Company is considered especially as an importnt 
•evelopment. The functions of chip breakers as a means of 
cutting into short or curled chips and of partial dis-
charging of the load from the cutting edge are •zramined. 
In the following chapt ra the cost factors involved 
in machining are discussed in detail and the formulmifor 
cutting cost and the speed for economical production are 
derived. Examples are calculated and presented in graphs 
which re discussed. 
Although the direct results are limited', se, 
genera] recommendatiots are obtained. The use of carbide 
tools alw 
 
ys results in lower thinIng cots and higher ',411 
 
productio rates, as long as the machining process is in 
control, or in other words, the failure of the t ol is 
only caused by normal wear. Th failure by breaking of the 
tool point is esp cially critical for intermittent cuts. 
The cutting speed for economical production de--
creases with increasing handling cost, tool cost and grind-
ing cost per tool sharpening. Increasing machine cost 
calls for high4r cutting speed. 
Th ,P:'! machining cost for maximum production is, for 
cutting with high speed stOl, only slightly larger thtll 
the cost for economic 1 chining. in machining with c rbide 
tools the cost for maximum production is cons2derably in-
creased. It is therefor recommended that tweem the 
limits of the speed for evonomicAl production and the speed 
for maximum production, a cutting speed which provides a 
higher production rate but which dos not pproach the cost 
for maximum production should be chosen. 
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AN INVESTIGATION OF CUTTING SPEEDS FOR ECONOMICAL 
PRODUCTION IN METAL CUTTING INDUSTRIES 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General Considerations.--The most common operation in the 
metal working industry is the cutting of metal. This is 
done on 	lathe, a boring mill, a milling machine, a drill 
press, a planer, a shaper, etc. Despit- the importance of 
the cutting operation in ildustry, the proble of performing 
it economically cannot be solved by a simple formula. 
Although nany articles have treated the technical side of 
metal cutting, few are concerned With t econooical aspects 
tooling. 
Until the end of the nineteenth century, the metal 
cutting process was seen as an art„ which vas bequeath4d 
from father to son like so iany other branches of the 
craftmanship of that time. In 1660 Frederick W. Taylor 
began to attack the problem of metal cutting scientifically. 
his research continued until 1906 when he presented his 
paper, "On the Art of Cutting Metals," before the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers) This This thorough study 
defines all factors involved in metal [Whining. It is so 
complete that many of the recent publications follow the 
pattern, and recommendations of Taylor. This fundamental 
study brought about as a result the use of the ne ly invented 
high speed steel, a chromium vandiun alloy steel with 
excellent properties as a cutting steel. 
Efficiency idyetalCutting.-eBefore details of the problem 
of me -b, 1 cutting are presented, it may be of interest to 
consider the principle of cutting a terial. The mrztal is 
removed from the stock by seans of a tool which produces 
chip. Thereby the tool is in intimate contact with the 
metal. The old idea of splitting metal like wood is no 
believed to be inconsistent since tests show that the tool, 
as well as the body and the chip, stays under considerabI 
pressure. The chip itself is sliding with enormous friction 
on the tool face. This is the cause of the cratering there.; 
The tool is sliding ith the cutting edge over the machined 
work, which is responsible for the wear land. 
Besides thes two types of tool forces, there re 
still two other factors which are of highest importance in 
the machining: 
1. The actual cutting forces, which are needed to 
divide the structure of metal into two pieces. 
These forces have to overcome the cohesion 
forces of the metal molecules. 
2. The deformation of the chip has two different 
parts. One is caused by the building of the 
chip throu11 the shearing forces and the other 
by the pressure forces on the tool face in bend- 
ing the chip. 
The energy of machining is therAfore used to meet the four 
factors ,qiich, taken together, perform the ork: 
1. Work for overcoming the internal cohesion forces. 
2. Work for deformation of chip. 
3. Work of friction at tool face. 
4. Work of friction at cuttingAge. 
Of these four factors for the cutting operation, only the 
first is actually needed. The others are a by-product of 
the machining process. Estimations of the efficiency will 
show that only 20 to 30 per cent or less of the energy is 
needt,d for perfor lug the actual cutting. When, for inttanlie, 
in the nufacturing of gas or steam engines a big effort ig 
made to increase that efficiency to 40 per cent, it is 
astonishing how little is undertaken to improve the process 
of metal machining, despite its large application and im-
portance. 
Scope.--Considering the work on a lathe, one finds that 
after a certain time a break-down will occur, hen the tool 
has become dull and must be exchanged. A e tool has to be 
fixed before starting again with production. 	anwhile, the 
dull tool is sent back to the grinding department for re- 
sharpening. Afterward it is sent again to the lathe where' 
it will replace another dull tool.. Normally the production 
can be increased by using higher cutting seeds. But this 
creases also the wear on the tool or decreases the tool, 
4 
life. The question is now which cutting speed is the most 
economical with respect to production. 
The investigation in this thesis is solely concerned 
with economics of tooling, and the technical aspects are 
only touched as far as it is necessary to develop the pro-
cedure. All the irsststigations and studies are made with 
the use of a single-point tool, the best example of which 
is the lathe. Different reasons led to this decision. The 
whole work has a much more specific background and it is 
possible to make some calculations. On the other hand, 
the most literaturl and also the most reliable data which 
_ could be used for the examples concern this type of metal 
cutting. 
Perhaps it i•thought that a numerical solution in 
the form of tables or graphs should be achieved. Unfortun 
it is impossible, because too Many of the variables change 
with the experiments, the location, the materials and the 
facilities, and even with the tie. So it was decithd to 
present the general solution in the form of a formula and 
tely, 
ca lcul ted graphs with different variable, . The constants 
and the variables are chosen as far as possible oxt of 
research works and in accordance ith g nera.l practice. 
Although it is not possible to use the results immediatelyi 
for a specific c se, it is possible to approach qualitative 
solution or an interpolated value which will be sufficient 
for m ny practical uses. 
5 
riment . In th scope of this thesis it is unfortunately 
impossible to include experiments, despite the great n4ed 
for them. But the following reasons were decisive in 
oliminati g the experimentation from the program: 
1. Only the most careful experimentation will 
deliver any valuable results, because of the 
complexity of the problem and the difficulty of 
instrumentation. 
. These experiments were not possible in the time 
available because they 'could have required a 
long preparation and difficult changes on a 
test lathe. 
3. The experiments need careful measureents of alll 
factors involved. 
4. Only considerable sequence of experiments is 
valuable, when different data ars held constant. 
5. sides the enormous necessary time (one or even 
more years), these experiments vould be very 
costly. 
6. Finally, such research work would exceed the 
scope of this thesis Considerably. 
Definitions.--Throughout this study, if nothing else is 
marked, the standard terminology Of the American standards 
Association relating to singlepoint tools for lathes, 
planers, shapers, turret lathes and boring mills will be 
used. (See ASA B 5.22 - 1950), The most co plete handbook 
in the field of machining with single point tools is The 
Manual 	Cutting of aet .als, 2 which defines very clearly 
all the expressions and contains ny data used in this 
study. 
For this thesis the term 	chine" will be used for 
"machi one tool", and "tool" for'eutting tool". Instead of 
the symbol "s" for cutting speed as occasionally found in 
the literature, "v" (ft./min) will be used because it is 
generally euployed throughout the m chine industry as the 
symbol for speed, 	imilarly, "n" will be used in place of 
"N" for revolutions per minute. ("n" also appears 4,s  the 
exponent in the equation of tool life, and care must be 
taken not to confuse the two.) 
The shape of the tool tip is very important for the 
conditio s on the cutting dge. So it seems advisable to 
show here , set ;f typical tool designations for one tool 
as it will be used in this paper. Figure 1 shows the tool 
design 'teens 8,22 0 6 0 6,6,15,3/64. They may also be written 
8,22,6(10),6(10),6 15,3/64, in which the value of (10) 
would indicate the clearance angle below the 6 0 relief 
angle. In the case that the relief and clearance eagles 
are gev 
	
being normal to the cutting edges ; then the 

















back rake angle..: 
side rake angle 	:  
.0 
	
4 	 . 
end relil?f angle..•. . angle.., ...: * , . Da 
Normal 	side relief angle .... . .. 
End cutting edge angle 	  
Side cutting edge angle 	  
Nose radius 	  
a - Normal to end cutting edge 
b - Normal to side cutting edge 
Other symbols, as those for stand rd terms , are 
explained when they occur. 
Basic formul s are found in any machinist's 
handbook. 
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R RADIUS OF FILLET 
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NORMAL r= nE ANGLE 	SHEL.F 
H OE SHELF UR BREAKER 
DEPTH OF SHELF OR GROOVE 
EXAMPLE 	B, 
TYPE 
RADIUS OF EJLI F T 
SHOULDER ANGLE 
NORMAL RAKE ANGLE OP SHELF 
H 	SHEI T OP 	PPE 
DEPTH OF SHELF OR GROOVE 
TOOL DESIGNATION 8, 22, 6, 6. 6. 15. 3'64 
BACK RAKE ANGLE 
	 I 
SIDE RAKE ANGLE 
END RELIEF ANGLE 
SIDE RELIEF ANGLE 
END CLITTNG EDGE ANGLE 
SIDE CUTTING EDGE ANGLE' 
NOSE PAD.US 
- A SHOULDER 
ANGLE 
,;Are 1. Tool Dosignatioa for a Typical 
Tool aad Holder 
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CHAPTER II 
FACTORS INVOLVED I 
	
TAL CUTTING 
In the machining process mort:g, factors are i volved 
than would appe r from the first view. First of il, the 
material out and the material of the tool re of highest 
importance. The nature of both varies withly according t 
the heat. treatment r ceived4 The shape of the tool, as well 
as feed and speed, will influence the chitability of the 
m terial, Other important factors in machining re th 
cool nt used, the chip breaker, the stability of the 
mac ine, etc. 
Us lly the tool life is regarded as a no sure of the 
st of tools. In 1894 Frederick . Taylor introduced a 
St dard of measur eat a "twenty minute tool life", which 
was the cutting speed r quired to give a tool a lifA , of 
twenty mi utes. This ethod does not pres+nt a picture of 
how tool life varies with cutting speed. Subsequently, it 
became common practice to represent tool life i the for 
of a cury in which the logarithm of the cutting speed 
(sfpm) is plottd =gainst the logarithm of the tool lit in 
ninut6s. Acceleratzd tool lifz curve 4- plotted in this way 
are linear and can It represented by the equation 
v,T 	C 	 (1) 
,n 17.1 	= C 
10 
V 
Figure 2. Shapes for Hyperbolic Curves with 
Different Exponent n 
From Figure 2 one se4s the principal course of such 
curves. I practice the values o it vary between 0.02 and 
)).5. Th t means that if th tool us ,4 is plotted in the 
range where the slope of the curves is very steep, then our' 
tool life expectancy is greater than one Ainute, or the 
speed is smaller than the value for C. Despite the fact 
that the above formula gives only an pyrioximation to the 
real conditions, it is the only mathematical approach to 
the problem at present. 
To get better acquainted with the complicated 
mechanism of cutting metals without going into details, it 
is necessary at lest to sum size the roost ipo tant facts 
of th in factors involved it the machining. 
Machinability.--The machinability rating depends not only 
on the chemical compositions, toughness and badness of the 
1 1 
material but also on its microstructure. For inst me , two 
ship its of steel of exactly the se che.oical composition, 
range and hardness c n have marked difference in machinability, 
depending. upon their difference in Mitrostructure. Further
more, the icrostructure of a certain grade of steel that 
offers optimum machinability for one type of operation may 
offer difficultis for anoth r . 
Wchinability generally includes a concept of tool 
life, surface finish and speed of cutting. ost jobs de nd 
long tool life nd high-speed cutting for economy, but at 
the same tins many operations require smooth surface finish. 
Machinability therefore involves tool life, tool performa 
surface finish, machine Speed, feed and depth of cut, 
character and design of cutting tools, cutting fluid, and 
also the quality, composition, hardness and microstructur 
of the material. Each of these factors can be further 




Melting and casting process 
Fabrication! cast, forged, drawn or rolled 
Heat treatment: annealed, hardened, etc. 
Properties: tensile strength, ductility and hardness 





Hardness nd strength 
esign, form, shape, a n 
12 
Cutting Fluid 
ater soluble, mineral, lard, or sulphu•ised oil 
Cooling properti s 
Lubricvting properties 
Operating Machine 
Type of aChiae 
Rigidity of tools and work holding d 
Feed 
Speed 
Depth of cut 
Vice 
This list is obtained from Materia14: and Methods and gives 
a very good overall picture of the broad field of m chin ing. 
Some 6:11ditio I remarks y be helpful for better acquaintance 
with the complicated mechanism of C tting uctals, although 
thes rmarks iill not b very detailed. - 
Material.--The material is one object which takes active 
part in the chining process, so some comments on the 
pr perties 	this vry portant factor see advisable. 
Metals are here considered a 
 
ferrous or nonferrous. The 74. 
 
nonferrous metals are, with very few xceptions, easy to 
machine. And normally the econo ical liuits are given by 
the mechanic 1 condition of the machines. Because there 
ary net many problems in machining nonferrous 
 
etals, there It 
 
does not exist an extensive literature for them as there is 
for the other group of metals. 
The ferrous netals are still the 
 
ost widely used Itt 
 
material for machine shops. They can be grouped as cast 
iron, steel and alloy steel. With different content of 
alloying metals or carbon (carbon as such is not c lied an 
13 
alloying le nt), or with different het treatment the P.! 4 
The standardization f reonnt years 110, 
machinability varies in a wide rnnge. Up to the present time 
no generml theory for the different steels has be ,n adv need. 
as brought some 
uniformity in composition and pro rti s of materials, but 
von so it is impossible to find an 	et relation betveenll 
machinability and the condition of the steel. Therefore, it 
is necessary to investi te th aehinabilit for 0 eh 
separate caze, despit the general rul t t the achining 
is more difficult ith iner4asing hardness of the material 
cut. On the oth 
impurity of the 
elements such 
hand, the pha. e o thn structure and the 
terial are very important. Alloying 
sulphur, phosphorus, and lead improv the 
machinabllity as does extruded graphit f*r cast iron, 
In sum 
 
ry, it can be seen that the trial can VS 4 
 
nearly infinit ly different fj 	the characteristic 
ca ot be predicted. Further ore, despite the general rule 
of the dependability of the machinability as a function of'! 
the hardness, th n eessTry data can only be obtain d by 
experimts in laboratories for each single case. 
Tool Materi 1.--Satisfactory tool material must posses 
several characteristics: 
1. got 11,, rdness. At the operating temper ture 
the hardness of the tool must be appreciably greater 
than that of the Aetal cut. This item becomes 
increasingly importa t as the speed of the cutting 
14 
operation is raised a. d the high-temperature strength 
of the metals- becomes greater. 
2. Wear Resistanc . Welding nd strain-hardening 
characteristics of the toel relative to those of the 
metal cut must 
 
such that excessive we doe not O'fL-• 
 
occur in the operating range of speed. 
3. Toughness. The tool must not be so hard that 
it it brittle and weak in tension. This is par-
ticularly important i. Connection yith interrupted' 
cuts. 
4. Low Friction. The coefficient of friction 
blAveen chip and tool Should be as lo as possibl 
in the operation range of speed and feed, for least 
tool ar and best surf ce finish. 
5. F vorabl Cost. Inereased cost of new tool 
terial and it fabrication must be !Acre than off 
by the savings fre'• inertaSed production, and tool 
life, decreased labor and overhead. 
There is kø single tool materic, 1 that is best in all 
the above respects. Relative importance of each item will 
change with the nature of tivt- product (high or low precision 
or cost), volume of production, type of machining op ,.ration 
(intermittent or continuous cut, roughing or finishing, 
high or low sp ed, etc.), tool design details, general 
condition of the machine tool and physical characteristics 
of the work material. 
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Today flee different types of tools are commonly 
used: 
1. Straight carbon tool 
4. Alloy tools 
3. HSS-toels (high speed steel tools) 
4. Carbide tools 
5. Diamond tools 
Carbon Tool Ste 
The carbon tool steels halle-' lost hot hardness and a 
poor hardenability. They are limited to tools of sten 
section which op4rate at relatively low speed. Their nature 
is more or less the same as that of machined steel, which 
is the cause for the poor cutting characteristics. The 
manner 1 which Brinell hardness of hardened carbon-et:eel 
tool decreases with decrees: d temperature is shawl; in 
Figure 3. (From the article of Milton C. Show and P_ scott 
A. Smith. 4) This fact and the low cost of other tool 
material have brought it about that the straight ca3eon 
tools are today no more in use. 
Medium Alloy Tools 
Thee st els are alloys with s 11 aounts of 
alloying components as tungsten, sang 
molybdenum, etc. These additional co 
wear resistance but not the hot hard 
type of tool is used for r 





are auiers nd taps. The costs 
pproxieetely the same a for HSS tools which fact is the 
0 for the small use of this type. 
1, The cast-iron grade, consisting of tut 
carbides with cobalt as a binder, for machining 
cast-iron itid nonferrous metals. 
2. The steel grade, consisting of tungsten, titan 
and tantalum carbides with cobalt hinder, for 
machining steel. 
ee 
Composition of eveented carbide is not the sole it 
that determines its physical properties. The mean grain 
size is also important. "While the only difference betveeWl 
the 44A .nd 883 grades is the grain size, the coarser-grained 
wA terial is softer and ore shook resistant. 
The cement d carbides are unusual in several respects: 
I. They ve high hardness over a wide range of 
tempereture. 
2• They are very stiff (Their Young's modulus is 
nearly three times that of steel). 
3. They exhibit no pl , Stic flow (yield point) when 
under stresses as high Is wow psi. 
4. They have low thermal expansion c ar d with 
ste 1 . 
5. They have relatively high thermal conductivity 
(especi fly the cast-iron grad-s). 
G. They have a strong tendency to form pressure 
welds t the low cutting speeds. 
These unusual prop rties call for special considerations 
in the design and use of carbide-ti.Aed tools. The great 
stiffness of carbides requires that they be wtll supported on 
119 
a shank of sufficient thickness, bee use even 4 sm 11 amount 
of bending deforwtion may induce very high tensile tresses. 
Like all brittle materials, cementa4 carbides are 
ker in tension than in compression. A cemented carbide 
tool should be proportioned so that tensile stresses Sr 
kept low. This Is particularly important when the tensile 
str., sses arise from dynanic or shock lead, as int rmittent 
cutting. 
The relatively small coefficient of expansion of 
cemented carbides makes it neces ry to use as relatively 
thin layer of braze metal. If this prec cation is o sery 
the braze will not crack upon cooling as a result of large 
tensile stresses arising from different contractions of the 
carbide tip and the braze metl. 
Diamond  Tools 
Diamond tipped tools are used for special applies-
t7Lons, such as the production of surfaces of high finish 
on soft terials that are normally difficult to machine, 
The general properties of diamond y be summarized: 
1. H rdest k wn subst nee (Brinell hlIrdness 	0 „ 700'
2. Lowest thermal expansion of any known substance 
(about 60 er cent that f ,or inv r and about 
12 per cent that for steel). 
4. Poor electrical conductivity. 
5. ;Burns to CO2 when heated to about 1500 °7 in air. 
0. Very low coefficient of friction against metals. 
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The high cost of diamond tools and the high brittl 
ness 'limit the use of th diaoond as a tool. 
Tool Shape.--The tool shape is to certain xtent related 
   
to the properties of the material out. It controls the flew 
of the chip and the roughness of the surface nut. The shape 
is definitely very important for power consuRption of the 
machine. Normally the tendency is torard increasing the 
positive cutting angles. But here exists a practical 
limit eetahli4:hed by the tensile strength of the tool 
material. Big positive cutting edge angles tend to chattO. 
Negative angles of the cutting edges re proposed for 
brittle tool materials as cemented carbides, in connection 
with high cutting speeds. But here the poor oonsumption 
is several times as high as with normal cutting angles. 
Normally th4 export enters have used one specific tool 
designation throughout their experi• tnts o so a definite 
7elation between the tool shape and the tool life has not 
been establish 44.• d 
Coolant .A very important factor in MaeiliAillg is the 
cooling of the cutting edge. The coolants should coomplish 
the following purposes, Singly or in combl tion: 
1. To keep the tool cool nd prevent its being 
heated to a temperature at which• 	its het iardness 
nd resistanc to abrasion are reduced. 
2. To keep the work cool, thus preventing its being 
machined in warped slap resulting in inaccurate 
final dim nsions. 
3. To reduce the power consu ption, wear on tool 
and the generation of heat by lubrication. 
4 To provide a good finish on the work. 
5. To aid in providing a satisfaCtory chi formation. 
. To wash Et. ,, y the chips, pkrticularly in deep 
hole drilling, hackFAVing l milling and grinding. 
7. To prev.nt corrosion of the work and the machine. 
8. To lubricate moving maChin-.. parts 	to the 
cutting eke. 
The cutting fluids may be divided Into th4 fo.il ing 
classes: 
1. Air, used as a blast or induced draft, or 
without artificial draft. 
2. Aqueous solutions, such as plain wter or water 
OW 
5. In rec nt years solid CO hiati- been used as a coo , 
contal ing small pereentag of alkali. 4,1 
3. Em lsions of a soluble oil or paste. 
4 Oils of nil, vegetable, fish, or mineral type, 
which ay be used straight, compounded, or blend?4. 
2 
Because of the great latent heat the cooling of the 
tool tip is excellent, but CO does not lubricate, so its 
use is ery limited. 
In the /met two years the Gulf Oil Company inv St I 
g t d the possibility of sending a high pressure oil stream 
5 
fro behind between the metal out and tht clearance face. 
The results of the test seem to be exe*vtionally good. 
Some published dat of this new method of cooling and lub-
ricating ill b used for the calculations of examples. 6 
 The pri ciple of the thod involves the oil jets reaching 
directly to th hottest point on the tool point. The (41, , 
 in evaporating, cools tht tool and even a s 11 percentage! 
is able to r ach the tool face where it lubricates the hie 
pressure motion between chip and tool face. The result of 
high pressure lubrication is a considerably longer tool 
or a higher cutting speed. 
Breaker.--Chip breakers have two different purposes: 




the chip s that it can b asily em 'cred from the 
work and handled. 
2. If they are applied in the proper way, the load 
of the tool tip is distributed to the chip breaker 
which is distant from the oritici tool tip. 
On the other hand, a chip breaker requires increase 
power of fro 5 to 15 per cent.
7 
CHAPTER III 
COST O UCHiNING 
The production cost of a metal cutting operation 
may be broken down into four parts: 
1. The cutting cost, 
2. The cost of the tool, 
3. The cost of grinding, 
4. The cost of handling the tool. 
These four factors and their sun, the total cost per piee 
machined, are the subject of this the.is and will nick be 
discussed. In the precding pages the technical difficulties 
were explained in order to shoe th oolexity of metal 
cutting. Ho ever, the study will now emphasis the zcono ical 
factors i tool maintenance with the assu ptio$ that the st 
possible technical concept for th experiments is used. 
The cutting speed (v) has in the study of coSts a 
particularly important role. It determines, when all the 
other factors Axe held constant, the power consumed, the 
time for machining the piece, and the life of the tool 
until this is subjected to a fixed sear. So it is obvious 
that the cuttin speed should b taken as a variable and the 
s a function of v. equatio for the cutting cost expressed 
Machine * t 
 
24 
The cutting Co t itself is composed of the machine 
 
rate and the time during which the machine is occupied with 
the operation. The rate of the . , chine cost consitts of a 
constant and a vari ble member, if we take the cutting speed 
as the independeJt variable. 
Fixed Machine Rate.--This is given by the original machine 
oat, the depreciation rate, the taxes and insurance, the 
maintenance and repair coat, th latt r four big normally 
figured as ye rly rates. The labor cost, including work- 
!; 1 
en's compensation and insurance, comes in the figure as 
hourly costs. 
TSle I shows this co utation for machine cost 
arying from $5,000 to $20,0 
 
The depreciation is cal 4 
 
culted with capital recovery for 6 per c4nt interest and 
twenty-year depreciation. 8 Thes,, values are us 
 
d b cause 417. 
 
they are in general us , in American industry. 
Th percentages f4r tree and insurance, as well 
for 
 
intenance and repair are et 	of the av rage I* A 
 
values used in industry. This is also true of the labor 
cost. 
The machine r te determines to a great extent the 
tual cost, but if one is interested only in the speed 
connected with inimu cost, the chine rate is rather 
unimport nt. From the theoretical standpoint, all the 
25 
overhead cost should be included in the machine rate, but 
it would be hard to find a limit for the overh ad figure., 
and a sfety factor would also have to be included. Ho 
ever, the omission of this overhead cost will not change 
the results in any way, for this cost can be accoucted for 
by multiplying the r sults by special factor. 
Variable Machine Rate.--Under the fixed machine rate, power 
consumption w s purposely neglected. It is a direct function 
of the cutting speed. Although its exact function is not 
known, it is still possible to assume, without a large error, 
a linear function. 
In Figure 4 the forces on the cutt g edge are ahown 
From these it is possible to c lculate th- power used on the 
tool tip. 
Power on tool tip 
P
Tip 
se FT . v 	ple • f•f/e 	
(2) 
This equation expressed in kw tranSforms to 
Fm .v 	FT 	n -fo 	F of on 
Tip 	
it 	4. 	 4 R R  
2T2UU 12.24200 12'24230 
Because the fee rate fer longitudinal ad radial speed 
are, comp red with the sped v, very 
be simplified by neglecting these two 
all the equation can 
embers of it. 
r I 
P 01  Tip FT  
  
  
24200 (3 ) 
Figure 4. Forces Acting on the Work Piece 
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Out of practical experiments the cutting forces can be 
approximated by equations in function of the cutting depths 
and the feed. For an average tool signature 
following values  
e find the 
F = 120,000 • 0.8 d 	 (4) 
Hence, the formula for the power used is obtained directly. 
If an overall efficiency of the machine is estimated to 60 
per cent and the cost per kvh m 0.015 $/kwh, the formula 
reduces finally to 
Pt ($/min) = 9,0-5 • d 
($i in) m k.v 
0 0 8 • 1, 
(5 
in Table 2 the k-values for different feed () and cutting 
depth (d) ar-4, calculated. It is obvious that the k values 
are very small. 
The am of the fixed And the variable machine r 
equal the total machine rate: 
N m 4 k.v 	 () 
Because the values of k are very small, this member becomes 
effective only over a certain cutting speed. If we take 
a significance level of 2 per cent for the lowest fixed 
machine rate and the biggest feed along with a iormal 
ting depth, it is possible to determine the speed limit p 
to which v has n influence upon the 	,hine rate. 
necessary to consider the variable oember of the tiN 'actine 
28 
f 0,012 in/rev d = 0,25 in 
	k = 1,83.10 6  $/t 




Belor a cutting speed of 450 ft.min 1  it is net 
rate. 
Machining Time 
The machining time is the time during which the 
machine is occupied with the operation; it includes as well 
the }ct•al time for cutting as well as the time for running 1 
 the machine back to the beginning position, the loading time, 
the idle time and theportion of the original setting time 
per piece. 
Aslill....2 122.--The actual machining time depends 
on the material to be removed, the feed and speed, as well 
as the cutting depth, which has only secon. ry Ltfluence. 
The amount of the removed metal can be obtained by a commonly 
used formula which is accurate enough for all practic 1 
purposes 
V 17D.L. d 	12a .d 	(in3 ) 
	
(8) 
The volume V of cut material, divided by the necessary speed o ; 






As is seen here, actual cutting time varies inversely as 
the speed. 
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Idl , Loading ad Feeding Time.--The idle, loading and feed - 
top' time is generally not aff4cted by the speed, since 
these are operations under control of the operator. On 
automatic machines this is accomplished by a mechanism 
which is not controlled by the spindle, or cutting speed. 
The idle a d to ding time represeot the non-cutting time, 
which may account a con l&rable proportion of the total 
. This may be reduc d effectively by using better design 
of fixture, by automatic control, by pro -locating tools, 
as in turret lathe, and also by autometic work handling. 
Since the time of these tasks y occupy such a large 
percentage of the total ehining ti 	it is important that 
all these factors 	considered carefully. However, the 
choice of the cutting speed that should be used during the 
setting time is not affected by any of the .e factors. In 
our equation the idle, loading and feeding time will enter 
as T l . 
Tool Setting '" e. -The tin- for setting tools can be con- 
siderably reduced, especially in more complicated machines 
with different tools. This loss of working capacity of  the 
machine has to be charged to each separate piece of the lot. 
The setting time is not affected by the speed, but by the 
type of machine and the job which hould be perfor ed. The 
time per piece produced is equal to 
Ts 
1-1 
(mm/piece) 	 (10) 
where Ts is the total setting time and N1 the lot size. 
Tool Resetting Time.--This is the tin needed to exchange 
This operation is strictly coni dull tool for a sharp one. 
trolled by the skill of the operator, the type of tool and 
machine. It Consists of two separate operations, the 
releasing of the dull tool and accurately fixing and setting 
the slrIrp tool. It is self-evident th-t a sharp tool for 
erchange must be at hand at the time the other gets dull. 
This requires a sufficient supply of sharpened tools. 
The tool resetting time (T n) itself is not a 
function of the cutting speed, bit it varies Very uch with 
the type of the machine, etc., so that for examples used 
herein estimates within a range are used. 
11 
For our calculations it i. desirable to have the time 
of the cost per piece, and it is therefore necessary to 
divide the times which are obtained per sharpe ing by the 
number of pieces machined p r sharpening (Ns). 
Nm 	 
Tm 
where T is the tool life in min. With (1) and (9) this 
equation reduces to 
lin 
N 	C 
(1/n-1) • a 
Ns is a higher exponential function of the cutting speed, 





The cost of the tool depends entirely on the type of, 
tool used, the size and to a certain ztent the purpo c ande 
shape. 'or these calculations the cost p r sharp ning of the 
tool is needed. This is not easy to determine, and un-
fortunately there are evidently no records which could give 
some evidence. Furthermore, it depends on the type of 
failure of the tool. For a single point tool in continuous 
cutting, there are three causes of failure: 
1. Abrasion or wear on the flank below the cutting 
dge. 
2. Wearing a cup in the tool face back of the 
cutting edge which becomes steadily 1 rger and 
finally ceases the cutting edge to craznbie. 
3. Combined flank and face wear. 
But besides the failure through abrasion there exists the 
failure through the breaking-off of a part of the cutting 
edge. This indicates that the tooling is no ore in control 
and either through a change of the cutting angles, the 
setting speed or the total set-up, it must be improved. As 
far as this thesis is concerned, tool veer is limited to 
normal abrasion and the end of the tool life is clearly 
defined. Unfortunately this is not the actual case for two 
reasons. 
First, our given tool life equation is only 
ai -oxim tion of the real function, and s W cond , it repres is 
only a statistical average. If the equation were identical 
to the lower control limits of be tool life distribution, 
it would be possible to predict that there would be no to4 
failure below this curve with some accuracy. So point 
could be reached where the change of tools could be prescribed 
after a certain predetermined time. Until today the judgment 
as to whether a tool is still sharp or has ecome dull is 
very much left to the operator or to the quality change 
which may be id•ntified only after a certain time. 
un_zilija-SpeedEI211.--In this thesis only high-spee4 
steel and cemented carbides are dealt with. The high-
eeeed steels are most convenient in connection with a tool 
holder.. A rel tively s 11 tool bar of MS material is 
clamped into the holder, so that piectically the whole tool 
bar can be used for cutting. This material-saving device, 
is not expensive and the tool bits are ery cheap. (See 
the catalog of Htrry P. Leu, Inc., Orlando, Fla) 0  ) For 
HSS tool material the use of "Rex tool its for Tool Holder" 
is assumed with a cross section of 1/4 in 2 and 21 bits per 
lb. at q1.10. This means a tool cost per bit of 
$0.0525 
Furthermore, n average numieze of grindings per tool of 
e 100 t5mes is assumed. This number depends very much 
upon the kind of tool failure and the amount of material 
removed per grinding. 
cy. 5 0 25 10-4 $/sharpening 
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L it is desired to h Ve the tool cost per piece machined, 
CT must be divided by the number of pieces per sharpening: 
N. The cost of the tool is normally so small that it eAnd 
he neglected. 
Cemented Carbide Tools.--Cemented carbide tools are bought 
either as finished tools or only the tips, which are brazed 
on the rigid tool bolder. Because the rebrezing costs are 
about the same as those of new tools this possibility is 
neglected in this .tudy, and tool size of BR 12 is assumed. 
(Catalog of Wendt and SOnis No. 52,11)  The oost for such a 
tool is $2.40. Or, if it is considered that an average 
number of sharpenings of Ns a 100 0 one obtains a cost of 
tool per sharp nlng of 
0.024 $/sharpening 
For co. paring the cost, all cost eleme 
 
related to 41; 
 
the production of one piece are needed. That means that the 
tool cost must be divided by the number of pieces machined 
per sharpening: 
Grinding Cost 
Since no literature exists which would give some 
evidence for the true costs of the grinding of tools it 
has to be estimated. Tht idea is that if the grinding of 
tools is standard and routine work, ther irnst exist one 
average time for the grinding and therefore one cost per 
sharpening a tool. ItTturally„ this value has to be estab-
lished for each shop and depends on the type of grinder, 
the number of tools ground per year, and the skill of the 
operator of the grinding eechine. The cost for dressing 
the grinding wheel and the wear of the wheel itself should 
also be in sueh a consideration. 
For this study estimates have been dev.loped and 
are put together into Table 3•
12 
All the rates are the 
same as assumed for the achine tools (Table 1). Out of the 
table the cost per minute is obtained. This has only to 
multiplied by the average grinding time, •hich is also 
estimated and varied. The grinding cost per tool sharpe •ing 
is therefore 
G-T 
where 0 is the grinding cost per minute and T g the time 
used per sharpening. Generally 4..eaking„ in the first 
approximation this cost is not a function of the cutting 
speed. 
Uendling of Tools 
In consideration of th. cost of machining, the 
handling of the tool has also to be involved. When even 
cheap labor brings the dull tools to the grinding department 
and the sharpened back to the chine, it very soon amounts 
35 
to several per cent of the total cost. This is especially 
severe, because it does not affect the constant cost of 
machini g but is a function of the cutting speed. Thus, when 
the tool life is long or the cutting speed low, the 
sharpening 11ppets only occasionally and the handling cost 
per piece produced i Very small. But When the tools have 
to be sharpened after only a few inutes, the shop clerk is 
Constantly occupied with Carrying tools to the grinding 
department and back to the machine. 
The estimated handling time T h 4aries between four 
and twenty minutes at an estimated labor cost of $0.75 per 




ECONGICAL CHIN ING 
Total Cost of Machining.--The total cost of machining is the 
sum of the items discussed in Chpter III. All the costs 
are related to the production of one piece. The respective 
formula appears as follows: 
Ts Cm  = .2“Ti+Tm) 4 4 Trl G.Tg 
S 
CT M (15) 
M -- Total .achine rate ($/min) 
G -- Grinding rate ($/min 
CT - Cost of tool per sharpening ($/sharpening) 
H -- Cost of handling the tool per sharpening ($/sh rpenin) 
T —• Tool life (.in) 
• Idle s looding and feeuing time (min/piece) 
Tm - Actual machining time (min/Piece) 
Ts - Tool setting time (min/lot) 
Tr - Tool resetting time (min/sharpening) 
T, 	Tool grinding time (min/sharpening) 
N1 - Lot size (number of pieces) 
Ns - Number of pieces cut per tool sharpening (piece/sharpening) 
This formula in y also be expressed in this form 
Tr 
11(V) .V 	3!Q9 	G.Tr, 	CT 4,  
1 	t! 
Cm Itz (mfk.v 
-1) a v 
1 
FT. 	a 	Ts7 	a 117.71 
	
Ira 4' NriJ kV . v G.T. (17) 
If v <450 ft, in 
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This equation represents a curve which is the superposition 
, Te of a constant member kTie-) a member which is reciprocally 
proportional to the speed 	end the member which is an 
exponential function of the ratio v/C. 
The constant members do not influence the shape of the 
curve as such, but change only the absolute value of the cost. 
The member of the actual machining time has a hyper-
bolic shape, a high value for s 11 cutting speed, with 4 
sharp detre -se in the beginning and with high tutting speed. 
asyuptote at the v-axe.. 
The last member has,betiuSe of the ratio vie, no 
measur ble v lue with low sp-ted„ but after the speed has 
reached a certain value the function increases very f t4 
The superposition results in a curve which has high values 
with low and high cutting speed and a distinguishable minimu 
Here the objective is to find the speed which will result in 
the minimum cost, 'though this study is more concerned with 
the speed than with its cost. 
The curve for the machining cost for the machine rate 




Conditions or Minimum Cost.--In many cases industry tries 
to work most economically with the given equipment. It All 
these instances it is important to work on the minimum point 
of the cutting-cost curve, when all the other variables. aro 
held constant. Mathematically this can be achieved by 
differentiating the cost equation to the cutting speed v. 
nd setting it at zero. However, this nevi equation is only 
solvable for v when the chine rate is constant, or for 
values for v when v <450 ft.min
-1
. 
dCm 	(-1)m.a 	1 dv - 0 --2- / 4 (1m - 1) 
  
.T 4477 T 4C .0 -  r • g T (18) 
   






4 G.T 	CT 	II) 
 
3y using the tool life definition we get the formula for 
tool life for economical machining.  





   
(20) 
If v;450 ft.min-1 one of the approximations consists in 
  
plotting the cost curve and looking for the min um point. 
Another way would be to differentiate the cost equation,set 
it at zero, and solve it graphically. But this has the dis- 
dvantage that it is as tedious as plotting the cost curve 
and not much more accurate. Also, it does not deliver the 
actual cost. 
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Conditions for zi n . ProducZon,_Rate.- If the cost is n 
important, which is often the case Inhere the output is urgent 
or the costs ca 
 
be set freely, then the economical factors tAL 
 
in the machining are unimportant and the total time of the 
machining must be minimized. MathematicIlly the equation 
for machining time must be differentiated for the production 
time 	to v 
With Ns 
T 
Ta Tp  
31 




a  A Tr a 
f .v -r --a ' (22) 
dT P . A 
%-# 
1 
Tr 1 1= 1 (n - 1) v 
IT 	 p 
• 
40 
( 23 ) 
Xt is important to note that the speed for m ximum pro-
fkIction is not at: all affected by the variable member of the 
machine rate, and is only a function of the setting time Tr 
and the constants C and n. 
40 
Sometimes it may be interesting to know the ratio 
between the speed for maximum and econo.ical productio 




14 GiiTg  t CT t H 
)n 
(24) 
Values near one indicate that the economical cutting 
speed and the speed for Maximum production are about the 
same. F rthermore, the formula indicates th t the cost for 
grinding, handling -nd the pear of the tool is small cam- 
p red uith the cost for resetting the chine. That 4eans, ; fl  
for instance, that for a very expensive machine and a 
relatively long resetting time the cutting speeds for highest 
economy and production are about the same. 
V 
DISCUSSION 
The formulas developed in the previous chapter were 
employed on so specific examples, and the results plotted 
41 
in graphs. The actual calcul tions are not presented here, 
and the original data for each example are collected in the 
Appendix. 
Curvs for Cutting Cost 
The Elements of Cost.--In Figure 5 the elements of the cost 
and the total cost are plotted against the cutting speed v. 
For the example of cutting SAE 1045 with IIS$-tool and cooling 
with overhead flooding, the money value of the idle time aik 
the portion of the setting time per piece are constant, the 
line horizontal. The actual machining cost per piece is a 
declining, hyperbolical curve with gradually decreasing 
slope. In other words, when the machine is operated with low 
Potting speeds, the time required for producing one piece, or 
the equivalent cost, is large and decreases gradually with 
increasing cutting speed. 
The cost for the resetting, regrinding, handling and 
the use of the tool per piece is practically zero, up to a 
certain cutting speed. In this range the tool life is Sb 
i--1-:- 	, . 	,. , 
..,. 
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long that the reconditioning of the tool occurs only 
occasionally (after one or more hours of production) and the 
respective costs are of minor importance. But after the 
cutting speed has passed its ltmit, this part of the cost 
increases ,.*fterthe manner of an exponential curve, very 
rapidly. 
The resultant of th.se coupon° 
production cost per piece, first decreases in the same 
manner as the machining cost curve and fter reaching the 
minimum it increases with the cost for tool maintenance. 
The miaimum cost is obtained at the "economical" cutting 
- speed ve = 122 ft.min 1  . The speed for maximum production 
is obtained as v 126 ft.min . In this case the two speeds 
re nearly identical, which is a desirable situation. 
Cost Curve vith Variable rector . for $peed.--For higher cut 
ti g speeds (450 ft.min-1) formula (16) should be used for 
the calculation of the cost. As seen in Figure 6, the 
difference between the values calculated with the complete 
ts, or the tolsel 
formula and the approxi 
 
tion are in this particular case 11 11 
 
small and rather negligible. 
For practical uses it is not necessary to determine 
the cost by the complete formula, as the approximation will 
have the respective minimu at a higher cutting speed. 
bapeof the Cost 	 --Generally the minimum occurs always 
at a distinct cutting speed, but sol,etimes the shape of the 
cost curve is flat, so that the cutting speed can vary in-4, 
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formula (19), is discussed in the example of 
E 3140 ith HSS tool (Table 4). 
48 
the 'he. Are nearly the same, and the respective costs are n t 
much different. For carbide tools, the differrnce between 
.1 
the two cutting speeds is more than 100 ft .min . The 
incre se of the cost for achining 	1045 for ,, axium 
economic 1 production is about 14 per cent. In the example 
for Amit TS 8620 (Fig. 8) there is practically no difference 
between the two costs. 
In conclusion, it is reasonable to run the machine 
by cutting rith high speed et el at the speed. of aximum 
production. By machining with carbi tools the cutting 
speed should be increased about half-way between the 
cutting speed for maximum and economical production itIwut 
a large increas i the cost, 
Condition for Ili um Cost. inimum cutting cost, as it 10 
(18) 
In Figure 9 the tiio for handling the tool is varied, 
when the grinding timt and the setting time are held 
constant. It is 	that the economical spee v decrease§ 
with increasing handling time as veil as with in•reasing t' 
for grinding. 	cause generally the decreasing economical 
cutting speed is ecorl to an increase of the production •cost, 
the increasing handling time means higher cost. 
• 
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Figure 10 shows the condition for the economical 
cutting speed when the handling time of the tool per sh!reen-
ing is held constant (8 min) and the resetting tine is varied 
between five and twenty minutes. Here the cutting speed is 
the function of the time needed for regrinding the tool per 
sharpening. The curves have a similar shape to that of 
Figure 9, but the decrease of the v e values is greater. 
according to the hightr operation cost of grinding. 
For comparison there is in this figure also the 
function of the cutting s ed for eximum production plotted. 
These values are arrived at by using th ,; formula (23). The 
distance between this curve and the curves for economical 
machining are a measure f how close the t , ,o speeds are 
  
Naturally for higher resetting time the two curves are 
closer, as also wh:'n the time required for grinding is 
shortened. 
Figure 11 shows the condition for the scene oal 
cutting speed ihen the original test of the maohin is between 
'"4;'- ,f'00 and ,e15.000. With higher machine cost the economical 
cutting speed shifts also to higher values. As functions 
of the resetting ti e, these curves are principally the same 
as shown in Figure 10. Also, the curve for maximum pro-
duction is plotted here. It may be noted that this curve is 
independent of t e value of the machine and it is only a 	
r ; 
function of the resetting time and the constants for 
machining C and 
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Finally, Figure 12 shows the whole set of economical 
cutting speeds v, as a function of grinding, resetting time 
and the machine rte, when the tioe for handling the tools is 
set constant at 8 min, and the const nts for machining 
C =117.5 md a io 0.11. in this figure thT; dependability 
of the different factors is well demonstrated and it is 




Limitation ot the sult -The results of the preceding 
chapter are based upon the equation for tool life. Unfor-
tunately, its constants C and n are known only in very fe 
cases, because they are functions not only of the material 
and the tool, but also of the cutting conditions. Generallp, 
with increasd cutting depths both C and n decrease;with 
increasing feed, C decreases while n incre ses, 
On the other hand, the tool life equation is only an 
anproximation which does not always ppro,eoh zero ionotortically. 
Sometimes thert may be one definite increase of tool life 
shown before the tool life curve declines to zero. In this 
part the curve is known as "valley of death", and its 
occurrence is connected with the two types of welds between 
tool face nd the chip: the pressure veld for cutting 
temperature below recrystallization tetio ,, rature of the softer 
material and the temperature ,eld, which occurs above the 
critical temperature.
13 
Therefore, increased cutting speed 
can furnish under certain conditions a far better tool life 
than could be expected. 
 
cause tool life is affected much by the rel 
 
41 ' tion 
 
of the hardness at operating temperature of the two materials, 
it may be possible to increase the tool life by heating the 
surface of the work piece before it is cut. This treatment 
does not only reduce the hardness of the material, but also 
eliminates the strain hardnItss normally incurred because of 
the previous cut. 
Th0 results obtatted in this thesis ar only for con-
tinuous cuts. ImterAittent cuts will change the conditions., 
since in this case the tool is strained by shock or impact 
load. This calls for a tough tool material and only in a 
few cases are the properties of cemented carbides sufficier4. 
The exauples of the previous chapter involved rather 
sped- materials. The resons are first, other data mere e 
not available, and second, the principal considerations are 
the same for all materials. 
commendations -The use of earbides as cutting tools is 
highly recommended. It decreases not only the machining cost 
considerably, but at the same time it also increases the 
production rate. Th0.- use of carbides is only limited Ay the 
brittle. ess of the tool material. Proper supp rt and avoiding 
of intermittent cuts will make possible their use in many 
additional operations, such as the work on a planer or 
shaper. 
The cutting speeds for economical machi ing haVe to 
be held to close tolerances especially for HZS tools, or 
relatively small cutting speeds. For higher cutting speeds, 
as recommended for carbide tools, costs do not increase so 
rapidly when the speed is not properly chosen. 
5 
The machining cost for maxiMum production is,for cut-
ting with high speed steel tools, only slightly larger 
than the cvst for economical machining. But in machining 
with carbide tools the cost for maximmn production is con 
siderably increased. Se it is recommended that, between the 
limits of the speed for economiel production and the speed! 
for maximum production, a cutting tpeed which provides a 
higher production rate but does not approach the cost for 
maximum production should be Chosen. 
The cutting spel,d for economical production decreases 
with increasing handli cost of the tool, tool cost, machine 
rate of grinding and grinding time as related to the sharpen-
ing of the tool. These costs should be minimized 0s much as 
possible. 
Increasing machine cost requires somewhat higher 
cutting speed for economical machining. This is true because 
the value of the increased production rate is greater than , , 
that of the time lost for rsetting the tools. 
The scope of this thesis was limited by the data 
available, but for future studies it would be recommended 
that all known results of experiments in the line of metal' 
cutting be collected. With such a co pilation it would he 
possible to present in tables the tool life equations far 
most of the common materials and tools. Another possible 
investigation would be the finding of the functions of the 
constants of the tool life equation for different cutting 
conditions. 
While the results of this thesis pririly apply to 
ma'E,s productionp they can lso be employed with the same 
benefit to very small production. 
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TABLES 
Table 1. Fixed Machine Rate for D fferent 
initial Cost 
Depreciation & 
terest over 20 yrs 
Initial Machine Costs 
$5,000.00 	$10,000.00 $15,000.00 $20,000.00 
@6% 	$/year 435.90 8/1.80 1,307.70 1,743.50 
Tax & Insnra co 
2% 	$/year 100.00 200.00 300,00 400.00 
Total Fixed Machine 
Cost 	$/Year 535.90 $ 1 , 71.80 $ 1 0 607.70 $ 183.60 
Maintenance & Repair 
10% 	$/year 500.00 1,000.00 1,300.00 2,000.00 
Total Yearly Costs 
$/year 1,035.90 2,071,80 3,107.70 4,143.80 
Cost per hour when 
2000 machine hr/year 
assumed 	$/hr $0.518 $1.036 $1.554 $2.072 
Labor including vork-
man compens tion and 
insur nce $/hr 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
Total machine cost 
per hour 	$/hr $2.518 $3.035 $3.554 
Machine cost per 
in  $0.04196 $0.0506 $0.05923 $0.06786 
d\f 0.002 	0.004 
0.0312 	5.432;10- 	9.45x10- 
0.0625 	1.08x10-7 	1.51x10-7 
0.123 	2.16x10-7 	3.7x10-7 
0.25 	4.34x10-7 7.56210-7 
0.375 ! 6.51x10 -7 	1.14x10-6 





























Table 2. k-Values (41/ft) for Different Machine Rates 
in Function of Feed f and Cutting Depth d 
Table 3. Fixed ,J, chine Rate for Sharpening• 
pn Tool Grinder 
Initial cost 
Depreciation & interest over 
$ 	Z00. 00 
20 years @6% 	 $/year 130.80 
Tax & insurance 2% 	$/yetr 30.00 
Total fixed uachin 	cost $/year 160.80 
inteianc .e & repair 10% $/year 150.00 
Total yearly cost 	$/year 310.80 
====== 
Cost per hour when 2000 
achine hours per year 
assumed 	 $/hr 0.2054 
Labor including workman 
compensation & insurance $/hr 2.00 
Total machine cost 	$/hr 2.2054 
===== 
Machine cost per min G 	$/nin 0.03681 
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Tnble 4. Data for Condition of Minimum Cost 
Maohintng SAE 3140 with HS - Tool, dry 
Depth d 	0.2 in 
Peed f 	0.0125 in 
Shape 	8 •22,6,6 1 6,15,3/64 
117.5 
0.11 
0.000525 $/s Tois 
0.03685 $/min 









epth of cut d 
Feed 
Shape 100.2 0 8 0 10 1,6 t6 t3/64 	0 18,7(10.740T4154 15,1/32 
'with chip breaker 
Table 5. ta for chining SAE 1045 and 





position 	Mo 	Cr 04%; Va 1%; 
W1,5% 











TC/S 0.000525 H40. 




PoaPtAP 	of iation 
Carbide terial 	Lubricant HSS 
Overhead 
:flooding 0. 34  160 0.200 1075 
SAE 1045 
0.0435 245 0.243 1490 
Oerhead 
:flooding 0.065 220 0.150 1240 
A/SI T 	8620: 
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